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3 Zipcar: an indispensable urban amenity 
 
900,000+ members 
10,000+ cars 
470+ cities & towns 
500+ universities 
50+ airports 
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EXAMPLE: ZIPCAR NEW YORK 6 

How many cars did your household own/lease before joining Zipcar? How many does your 
household own/lease now? 

Over 30 percent of members report getting rid of a car  
and going car free after joining Zipcar 

? 



EXAMPLE: ZIPCAR NEW YORK 7 

•  Nearly 50 percent of Zipcar New York members have 
postponed buying a car 

•  Over 70 percent are able to get places they couldn’t before 

? Please tell us how much you agree or disagree with the following statements. 
Because of Zipcar… 



PARKING-ENABLED GROWTH 8 



PARKING-ENABLED GROWTH 9 



PLANNING-ENABLED GROWTH 10 

Innovative urban land-use policies can help achieve 
goals of cities, developers and car sharing operators 
in reducing car ownership  

Cities:  
reduce congestion, 

personal vehicle 
ownership and improve 

transit options and 
environmental 
sustainability  

Car sharing:  
increase awareness 
and visibility of car 
sharing programs 

and partner to 
mitigate risk of low 

demand in new 
areas 

Developers: 
make more efficient 

use of available 
space for 

development and 
reduce costs 

The number of parking spaces the city requires developers to 
provide in new residential buildings has been decreasing and 
becoming more flexible over the past decade, with a trend toward 
fewer than one parking spot required per residential unit. That’s a 
reflection of the fact that many city dwellers dispense with car 
ownership altogether.  But the city’s parking bylaw includes an 
innovative variation on those requirements: Developers can 
dispense with five required parking spaces if 
they purchase one car share vehicle and locate 
it on site...  In melding car sharing with the goals of both 
municipalities and developers… 



TRANSIT-ENABLED GROWTH 11 

Zipcar locations and public transit, Boston 



ECOSYSTEM-ENABLED GROWTH 12 

zipcar.com/divvybundle 
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